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SUMMARY

The recent reawakened interest in 'neural' networks begs the question of their relevance to the analysis
of real nervous systems. Network models have been criticized for the lack of realism of their individual
components, and because the architectures required by some neural-network algorithms do not seem to
exist in real nervous systems. In three related papers published in the 1970s, David Marr proposed that
the cerebellum, the neocortex and the hippocampus each acts as a mernori~ingdevice. These theories were
intcnded to satisfy the biological constraints, but in computational terms they are underdetermined. In
this paper we reassess Marr's theory of the hippocampus as a temporary memory store. We give a
complete computational account of the theory and we show that Marr's computational arguments do not
sufficiently constrain his choice of model. We discuss Marr's specific model of temporary memory with
reference to the neurophysiology and neuroanatomy of the mammalian hippocampus. Our analysis is
supported by simulation studies done on various memory models built according to the principles
advocated by Marr.

are put. Here it is useful to distinguish between
simplifying and realistic models. Simplifying models
are generally used as tools to discover the principles of
operation of systems, and so most of the details are
abstracted away. Realistic models include most of the
parameters known about the systems at the level of
organization used in the models. They are generally
used to explore parameter sensitivity (Sejnowski et al.
1988). The criticism has often been made that the
simplifying neurobiological models investigated in
neural network research are too abstract to give any
valid insights about the brain. Implicit in this criticism
is that realistic models would be more useful. fiowever,
as Sejnowski et al. (1988) noted, as we do not have such
a complete understanding of the brain, a realistic
model would contain so many free parameters that no
specific predictions would be generated. There is also
the danger that any completely specified model will
become just as complex and as difficult to analyse as
the brain itself. These considerations limit the usefulness of realistic models. With the appropriate
assumptions, simplifying models can be powerful
explanatory tools. Marr's model is of this type.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the study of neural networks, there have been very
few attempts to examine in detail how a particular part
of thc brain might compute a particular function. This
paper examines one theory of learning and memory
that does consider seriously the constraints imposed by
the available computing machinery of the brain. This
is the proposal, due to the late David Marr (1971), that
the mammalian hippocampus acts as a temporary
content-addressable memory store.
Like its companion papers on the cerebellum (Marr
1969) and the neocortex (Marr 1970), this paper
remains a potential source of inspiration for those
interested in the theory of the nervous system.
However, even almost 20 years after its publication in
Philosophical Transactions, it is far more widely cited
than understood. In view of the growing interest in the
neural-network paradigm of computation, we decided
to investigate and evaluate the claims made in this
paper. Marr's main tools of investigation were mathematical analysis and numerical solution of the
equations he formulated for the various computations
envisaged. It is now possible to add the method of
computer simulation, which in the early 1970s was hot
feasible for networks of any appreciable size.
2. T H E O R I E S A N D MODELS

The title of Marr's paper is 'Simple memory: a
theory for archicortex' (hippocampus), and in the
body of the paper he discusses a model of mammalian
hippocampus. There are different kinds of model,
depending to a large extent on the use to which they
I'/izl. Trnnc. I?.
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3. MARR'S C O M P U T A T I O N A L T H E O R Y OF
THE HIPPOCAMPUS: CONSTRAINTS

The hippocampus is supposed to act as a temporary
content-addressable memory. A number of events, each
represented as a pattern of activity in a selected
population of nerve cells, is to be stored. Subsequent
presentation of a small part of a previously stored event
must then enable the whole of it to be reconstructed, in
terms of the activity in these cells.
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T h e basic conceptual model used by Marr combines
features of associative learning (Willshaw et al. 1969;
Kohonen 1972; Gardner-Medwin 1976) and competitive learning (Grossberg 1973). Each event is
represented by a particular pattern of activity in the
fibres of the input cells, A (figure 1a ) . Presentation of
each event in turn causes a mapping to be built up onto
a second set of cells, B, onto which the A-cells project,
by modification of the synapses between them. There
may also be intermediate layers of cells. T h e B-cells
have a return projection to contact the A-cells, also
through modifiable synapses. I n the retrieval process,
presentation of part of a previously stored event can
than be enough to activate sufficient of the B-cells that
originally responded in the storage of the full event to
re-create the original complete pattern of firing over
the A-cell population. T h e B-cells effectively come to
respond to patterns of activity corresponding to parts
of the stored patterns.
He first discusses why a structure specialized for
temporary storage is needed. I t is regarded as a n
ancillary unit to the neocortex, and is responsible for
the instantaneous storage of new data as they arise. I n
his earlier theory of the neocortex ( M a r r 1970), he
u

(a)
neocortex

proposed that the function of the neocortical pyramidal
cells is to reorganize and classify this information,
incorporating it or discarding it according to its
usefulness to the animal. I n the hippocampus paper he
argues that it would be inefficient to store such transient
information in the permanent memory of the neocortex
until it is known what features of the new information
are required. I n addition, nrocortical connectivity
may not be sufficiently extensive to allow associations
between any two pyramidal cells to be built up.
T h e central question posed by M a r r concerns what
sort of structure is required for this temporary memory,
and whether it matches the known structure of the
hippocampus.
Several assumptions and computational relations
constrain the fbrm of the solution being sought. Broadly
speaking, these can be classified as numerical constraints, which were derived intuitively or have some
biological basis, and computational constraints, which
must hold if the memory is to function satisfactorily.

3.1. N u m e r i c a l c o n s t r a i n t s
N1 : the number of events lo be stored

Based on the idea that information is transferred to
long-term memory during sleep ( M a r r 1970) and that
no more than one event per second is stored, it is
assumed that 10"vents are to be stored. This number
is chosen as it is roughly equal to the number of seconds
in a day.

memory

N2: the number of inputs lo the memory
T h e events are assumed to be represented by patterns
of activity in the neocortex. Marr observes that if all
the neocortical pyramidal cells sent information to the
short-term memory then this would be a n enormous
structure. I t is assumed that there are indicator cells
amongst the neocortical population that each sample
the activity in & mm2 of neocortex. These cells constitute the input cells of the memory. Assuming that
there is 4 x 1O4 m m 5 f neocortex (containing 10'
neocortical cells) requiring access to the memory, this
gives roughly lo6 indicator cells.
N3. the number of outputs from the memory
Since neocortical pyramidal cells each have fewer than
105ynapses (Cragg 1967), most of which are held to
be concerned with diagnosis and classification, it is
estimated that only about lo4 synapses are available
for receiving the output from simple memory; i.e. there
are a t most 10"-cells if each has to contact each A-cell
in the return projection. Later in Marr's paper, this
number is changed to lo5.

Figure 1. Architecture of the models discussed. (a) 'l'he basic
modcl, in which ncocortical pyramidal cclls project, possibly
through intermcdiatc layers of cclls, to cells in the tcrnporary
memory structure. These cclls then project back to the
neocoriex. ( h ) The three-layer model analysed by Marr.
Phil. T m n ~ R
. . Sac. Land. B (1990)

N4 : synaptic modtjicatzon
It is assumed that this is an all-or-none process; i.e.
synapses are either 'on' or 'off'. T h e informal
justification given is that continuously valued synapses
are not required in the hippocampal model as
classification, which involves the computation of
conditional probabilities which can be stored in
temporary valued synapses, is not performed there.
'The rule for synaptic modification is a simple version of

[ lo8
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what is now termed a Hebb (1949) rule (see also
Brindley (1969)): synapses are switched from the 'off'
to the 'on' state when the appropriate presynaptic and
postsynaptic cells are both active.
N5 : the number of synap.i.e.i.made on a given cell

I n accordance with biological information (Cragg
1967), this is assumed to be high, and an upper limit of
lo5 synapses per cell is set.
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C 1 : number of modijied synapses

T o prevent cells that should remain inactive from
becoming erroneously active during recall, the fraction
of modified synapses should be not too large. A rough
condition for good recall is that the exponent in the
expression for Z7,be no greater than 1 :

Under this condition, each synapse is associated with
the storage of an average of no more than one event.

N6 : the pattern of connectivity

T o impose a rough topographic ordering on the
projections (Raisman el al. 1965), some of the layers are
subdivided into blocks, and connections between layers
are only allowed between the cells in the corresponding
blocks. Within this restriction, connections are made a t
random.
N 7 : tile level of actiz)ity
I t is assumed that in each layer all full events cause
the same amount of activity. T o keep activity Irvels
constant, there must be a means of adjusting the
thresholds at which cells fire. This requires the activity
in populations of cells to be sampled, and for accurate
sampling the level of activity cannot be too low. I t is
assumed that no fewer than 1 cell per thousand is
active in any population of cells.

C2 : full representation of the inkut
It must be ensured that no information is lost on
transfer of a pattern of activity from layer Pi-, to
layer Pipi.
A necessary condition is that the probability
P that any active cell in Pi-,does not synapse with a n
active cell in P, is small:

P x exp ( - a, Si N,/ N,-,) .
or

P = (1 -Zt)',z,

N8 : size of cue
The fraction of a previously stored event required to
successfully~retrievethe full event from store is set at
&. As Marr recognizes, this figure is somewhat
arbitrary. If the minimum acceptable size of cue were
increased, then more events could be stored and
retrieved satisfactorily, and vice versa.
3.2. Computational constraints

For a network made up of several layers of cells ,PI,

P2,Y 3 ..,. each layer P, receives connections from layer
Pi+,a nd sends connections to layer Pi+,. For layer Pi
the key numerical constants are: N,, the number of
cells; a,, the proportion of cells that are active a t any
given time (the level of activity); S,, the number of
synapses per cell from cells in layer Pl-,.
Various other parameters are used in the paper,
whose values are determined by these three basic
parameters. Principally, these are: L,, the number of
cells that are active; Z,, the probability of connection
from a cell in layer Pi-,to layer P , ; 4,the probability
that a given synapse on a cell in Pi will have been
facilitated.
T h e relations between these parameters are :

Setting P to be less than the small number exp (-20)
yields the inequality:

4. MARR'S FIRST MODEL

This consists of a layer of input cells from the
neocortex (A-cells), which contact the output cells
(B-cells) through modifiable synapses. T h e B-cells
themselves project directly back onto the pyramidal
cells of the neocortex (figure l a ) . There are no
intermediate layers of cells.
Marr assesses the plausibility of this model by
calculating the number of output cells that would be
active per event. I n his work on the cerebellum (Marr
1969), he calculated that a single output cell can
respond to roughly lo2 stored events without appreciable error. This hippocampal model has lo4
output cells (constraint N3), which will therefore be
active on lo6 occasions. As 10"vents are to be stored
(constraint N l ) , just ten cells would be active per
event. This number is assessed to be too small. to allow
a reliable representation of the input event, and this
model is rejected. The reason for rejection is not spelt
out, but presumably Marr means that having 10 out of
lo4 output cells active would not allow a sufficiently
accurate sampling of output fibre activity that is
required for the purposes of threshold setting. As we
explain later, if this model had been given lo5 output
fibres, the number that was chosen for the improved
model, this argument would not have applied.

Z, = Si/N,-l,

n, % 1 - exp (

-

na,+, a,).

5 . T H E BASIC C O M P U T A T I O N A L MODEL

The expression for 17, is derived from the probability
that a synapse is never modified in the storage
of n events, which is (1 -a,-, a,)n, or approximately
exp ( - na,-, a i ) .

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1990)
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Marr proposes to solve the problems encountered
with his first model by augmenting it in two ways
(figure 1 b).
1. A layer of cells intermediate between the A-cells
and the B-cells is provided. T h e justification, which is
not given, is probably that this would provide an extra
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population of modifiable synapses, and thus potentially
more bits of storage.
2. 7'0 reduce the computations that have to be done
in the return projection to the neocortex, it is assumed
that completion of any sub-event during recall is
performed in the short term memory, and thus is
finished before the representation of the event, the
.simple representation, leaves the short term memory
for the neocortex. Completion is mediated by the
collatrral effect: thrre are recurrent connections
between B-cells, to make a form of auto-associative
network (Kohonen 1972).
This is the model, the simple memory, that Marr
analyses in detail. T h e task is now to specify the
parameter values.
I n the neocortical theory (Marr 1970) it was
assumed that each event was assigned according to a
diagnostic procedure to some members of a family of
classes, each class being represented by the firing of a
neocortical pyramidal cell. In the case of simple
memory, information has to be stored as it occurs and
without attempting the best classification of it. I t is
proposed that the sub-family of output cells of the
memory to which each incoming event is assigned is
merely those that have more relevant synapses than
others.
T h e analysis given by Marr is concerned with layers
of cells PIP,,
P,and P,,
which interconnect with certain
contact probabilities. T h e return projection is not
considered. .9,
connects to ,Vp,, and P2to 'P3. T o
approximate the biology, the pro-jection of PIto 9,is
assumed to have a block structure (constraint N6). I n
each of the 25 identical blocks making up PI,
the cells
project exclusively to the cells in the corresponding
block in P2.
E ach block of P2projects to the whole of
P3.
T h e model is specified by the values of its
parameters, which are set by the constraints given.
O u r explanation for how the parameter values are
derived is shorter than Marr's, and does not use
precisely the same arguments. As far as we can judge,
it is essentially the same.

realistically large number of active cells. I t is set at
100000, giving 200 cells active per event. In accordance with constraint N5, S, is assumed to be
reasonably large, and is chosen to be 50000.
are therefore:
T h e parameters for layer P.
ili,= 100000; S, = 50000; a, = 0.002.

5.1. Values for the activity ratio, xi

5.5. Storage and retrieval of events :setting the
threshold

Although the activity ratio has slightly different
values from layer to layer (for which arguments are
given in this paper), its value of around 0.003 is
determined essentially by constraints C1 (accurate
recall) and N7 (activity level as high as possible).
This value is most easily derived in the case of the
collateral effect in q3.
Constraint C 1 is

For the collateral effect, a,-,= ai= or,, and with the
number of events, n, a t lo5, this gives a: < lo-" or

5.2. Parameters for layer P3

l ' h r value of a, is set at around 0.002. T h e number
of crlls,, \ I
now necds to bc reasonably high, to give a

5.3. Parameters for layer ,"P,

Because the values of S,, a, and ili, arr known,
constraint C2 (full representation) can be usrd to
obtain directly an upper bound of 500000 on the
number of cells in ,P2:

S,a,N , >, 20 N,.
is set a t this number, giving 20000 cells in each of
the 25 blocks making up ,VP,. For the value of the
activity a,in this layer, Marr uses a value of 0.006. T h e
other parameter is S,,the number of synapses per cell.
This is set arbitrarily at 10000, bearing in mind that
each cell in 9,can receive connections from only one
block of PI.
T h e parameters for layer 9, are therefore:
h; = 500000, giving 20000 cells per block;
S2= 10000; a, = 0.006.
5.4. Paratneters for layer 9,

T h e value of a, is set at 0.002. T h e value of the
number ofcells,
has already been set by constraint
N2 to be about 10" A value of 1.25 x 10"s chosen,
giving 50000 cells per block, which satisfies constraint
C2 (full representation). A value fbr S, is not needed.
The
parameters
fitr
layer
PI are:
N , = 1.25 x lofi, giving 50000 cells per block;
a, = 0.002.
T h e only structural parameter whose value remains
to be determined is the collateral contact probability.
Marr considers this in his discussion of how the
thresholds should be set in the various layers for
accurate completiori of sub-events.

Activity in the cells in one layer influences the cells
in the next layer, through the synapses between them.
During storage, the cells that fire in this next layer are
thosc that havc the most activated synapses (whcther
or not they havc been previously modified), the
threshold for firing being set to give the level of activity
required fbr the layer as a whole. All synapses where
the presynaptic and the post-synaptic cells arc both
active are then set to thc 'on' state.
T h e threshold setting procedure used during retrieval is more complicated and relies on information
about the number of'activatrd synapses and the number
of modifi ed synapses impinging on each cell. Marr first
considers the retrieval process in the output layer 9?$.
Suppose that presentation of part of a previously learnt
event has caused certain cells in P3to fire, some of
which are part of the representation of'that event, and
othcrs not. Through the recurrent connectiorls within

The hippocampus as a temporary memory

.Y,, the activity in these cells is fed back, which may
cause some quiescent cells in Y3to start firing and some
others that are firing to stop. If the correct representation of the whole event is to emerge, then the
number C;,of 'genuine' cells firing should increase and
the number Cl of 'spurious' cells firing should decrease.
With I,, and Z,. denoting the number of active crlls
in Paand the collateral contact probability, respectively, the number of active collateral synapses to
any given cell in 9, is drawn from a population of size
I., and binomially distributed with expectation L, Z;,.
For a 'spurious' cell with x synapses, the number of
these that had been modified during storage is
binomially distributed with expectation .TI&., where
I7,.is the modification probability for the collateral
synapses. If the cell is 'genuine', all the collateral
synapses from other genuine cells will have been
modified during storage, and the other synapses will
each have been modified with a probability as given for
the spurious cells.
The rule for deciding whether a cell in 9 . fires is that
a sufficient proportion f of its active synapses were
modified and the total number of its active modified
synapses exceeds a certain absolute level, T. 'The
division threshold for the cell is denoted by f and
T denotes the subtraction threshold. T o set these
thresholds, Marr assumes that the cell can measure the
number of currently active modified synapses, and

D. J. t2iillsha.i.v and J. T. Buckingham
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another supporting cell nleasures the number of
currently active synapses (figure 2).
During one pass through the collateral system, any
particular settings of these dual thresholds will cause
changes in the numbers C,, and Cl of genuine and
spurious cells. 'I'he dual thresholds must be set to
maintain the total number of cells firing at the required
level.
For a stored event to be reconstructed satisfactorily,
the ratio of genuine to spurious cells firing must
increase in the feedback process, ultimately resulting in
a perfectly recalled pattern. Marr tabulates the effects
on the ratio C,,/Cl of changing T and yf; for various
initial values of C,,/C,. By this means he attempts to
find the smallest value of C,/Cl from which the
complete pattern can be retrieved through the collateral effect. This value is called the statistical threshold.
For a network with N3 = 10' cells and L, = 200 cells
active per event, he obtains numerical values for the
best settings of the two thresholds T a n d f , for various
different numbers of events stored, n, and values of the
collateral contact probabiIity, Z,,. 'Suitable juggling'
of T and f is required :f must start low, and increase
gradually as C,,/C,, the fraction of genuine to spurious
cells, increases. At the same time, to keep the activity
in 9,constant, T must decrease, as increasing f on its
own will reduce the number of active cells. Provided
that initially about 1004, of the genuine cells are
included in the initial activity pattern, recovery of the
whole event is ensured, and in about 3 cycles. He does
not experiment with diEerent densities of collateral
connections, but observes that a contact probability of
0.2 allows a statistical threshold which is roughly half
that needed for a probability of 0. I .
Marr makes similar calculations for recall perand 9. to P3,with the
formance from Yl to 9%
difference that recall for these stages is a feed-forward
process, with no feedback. 'The threshold setting
mechanisms are assumed to operate as for the collateral
projection in P3.
5.6. Summary description of the memory
Constraints

Figure 2. Threshold setting. A pyramidal unit (P) and an
inhibitory unit (I), which implements a division threshold.
'Their dendrites are represented by the vertical lines, and a set
of axons that project onto them are reprrsented by the
horizontal lines. Synapses are represented by small circles.
Empty circles represent unmodified synapses, filled circles
modified ones. The activated axons are indicated by the
arrows. The amount of excitation reaching the pyramidal
cell body is S = C ulix, where w,is the strength ofthe synapse
from axon i onto the dendrite and x, is the state, (either 0 or
11, of axon i. The inhibitory unit I measures the activity,
A = C x i sumrned only over the axons that synapse onto cell
P, and sends a fraction f of this as inhibition to the pyramidal
cell. 'To fire, the excitation, S, must exceed some absolute
threshold T and also exceedja. In this example, S = 2 and
A = 3 (as asons that do not synapse onto P d o not count) ; P
will fire for T < 2 and f 6 $.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B (1990)
14

ji) The memory should consist of layers of cells,
each receiving connections from one layer and projecting to the next.
(ii) There should be 10"nput fibres and lo5 (or 104j
output fibres.
(iii) T h e memory needs a capacity of the order of
lo5 events.
(ivj There must be good content-addressable recall
capabilities.
Recall should be complete before information
has left the memory for the neocortex.
( ~ 7 )

Specijcation

The memory has 1.25 x lo6 input fibres, divided into
25 blocks of 50000 fibres each. It has an intermediate
layer of 500000 cells, also divided into 25 blocks and an
output layer of 100000 cells, in a single block.

2 10
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'Thc result of Marr's numerical calculations is as
follows. After 50000 events have been stored (each
reprcsentcd by activity in 100 of'the input cclls in cach
block), a n individual event will be recalled successfully
if' there is activity in just 30 of the fibres originally
active in that event, provided they belong to one block.
After 100000 events have been learnt, 60 such
'geliuinc' fibres arc rcquircd for accurate recall. When
'spurious' input fibrcs arc included, thc numbcrs are
difyerent: for 50000 events stored, out of 100 active
input cells, all in the same block, 70 of these must be
genuine; for 100000 events, there must be 90 genuine
cells out of the 100 cells active.
What M a r r claims to have shown is that a modcl
consisting of one laycr of cells ( .PI+ P2-t rcturn)
cannot satisfy the constraints, but a memory with a n
intermediate layer ( .PI + Y2
+ Y3+ return) can. EIe
then goes on to argue that the structure of the threelayer model, which was dcrivcd from computational
considerations, indeed matches that of the hippocampal formation.

6. A N I N T E R P R E T A T I O N O F T H E
H I P P O G A M P A L F O R M A T I O N IN T E R M S O F
THE MODEL OF SIMPLE MEMORY

I n $4, M a r r gives a most detailed account of the
morphology of the mammalian hippocampal formation, based on information supplied by Cajal (19 11)
and Lorente de No (1933) on the mouse and by
Blackstad (1956) and White (1934) on the rat. H e uses
the terminology of Rlackstad to describe the cell types
and the nature and extent of their processes.
6.1. Representation of layers PI,P2and P3in
hippocampal structures

T h e pyramidal cells of the CA arcas (figure 3) arc
regarded as populations of cclls in which simple
reprrsentations of evcnts arc formed; i.e. these are the
cells of .P3 in the model. If this correspondence is
correct, then the hippocampus should have the
following properties: the input fibres should be suitable
;in terms of their number and origin); the activity in
the cells should be low; each cell should have very
marly ( u p to 50000) modifiable synapses from the
previous layers of cells; there should be a n extcnsive
collateral system, with each cell having around 10000
modifiable synapses from other CA cells; there should
exist appropriate supporting cells to supply inhibition
fbr threshold setting. M a r r discusses in some detail to
what extcnt the hippocampus has these properties. I n
particular, he discusses what computations arc rcyuired for obtaining thc correct conditions fbr synaptic
modification and for setting the thresholds on the
CI\ pyramidal cells. Briefly, two kinds of inhibitory
signal are required: one to the dendrites of pyramidal
cells to mediate the subtractive threshold, and one to
the soma to mediate the division threshold. M a r r
describes types of' interneuron that could undertake

Figure 3. Schematic diagram ofthe major cortical pathways
through the hippocampal formation (Squire et al. 1989).
Ncocortical pyramidal cells ( N E O ) project (via the perirhinal
cortrx) to layer I1 and I11 entorhinal cortrx cells (EC).Thc
axorls of thr layrr I1 EC cells form the pcrfbrartt path that
prnetrates thr hippocampal fissure arid projects to dcntatc
gyrus jnc) granule cclls and CA3 pyramidal cells; n..c layer
I11 crlls project directly to CA1 pyramidals. The IIG granule
cell axons, the mossy fibres, form strong excitatory synapses
on the dendrites of the CA3 pyramidals. The axons of the
CA3 pyramidals split into three pathways: (i) collateral
prqjrctions synapsr widcly onto other CA3 cclls, jii) one
pathway leaves the hippocampal formation via the fornix,
and jiii) a final pathway (shown here), the Schaff'cr
collatcrals, projects to CAI. '['he CAI pyramidal cclls project
primarily to the subiculum (SUB) although some project
directly back to KC:. The subiculum (and CAI) project to the
drep cclls of EC,which project back to the ncocortical areas
that originally projected to KC;, thus completing the loop.
these functions, but he does not describe a n explicit
model for the entire process.
'The granule cells of the dentate gyrus are rrgarded
as cells where simple representations are also set up
that are then sent to the CA region.
The entorhinal cortex (figure 3) and presubiculum
arc regarded as those regions that prepare information
from many difrerent sources for its simple representation in the CA system and the dentate gyrus. Thus
entorhinal cortex and presubiculum are regarded as a
'l'hc cells in these two regions
rough model for layer 9,.
are desrribcd and roles assigncd to them.
'Thc neurobiological representation of 9,is not
discussed. Because it is assumed that thc cells of this
layer are found in the neocortex, consideration of these
cells may not have been thought appropriate in a
discussion of the hippocampus. I\ subsequent paper on
hippocarnpal input-output relations was promised,
but never published.
Marr concludes with a n extensive list of neurophysiological predictions from the theory, principally
of the function of the memory cells of layers Y2 and P3
and of thc supporting cells and the nature of the
synapses of these cells.
7. ASSESSMENT OF MARR'S T H E O R Y

'This paper is thc third in a scquence of theoretical
papers on how specific brain structures can be used as
memorizing devices : on the cerebellunl (Marr 1969))
the neocortex ( M a r r 1970) and the hippocampus
( M a r r 1971). A fourth neurobiological paper, on the
retina, was published a few years later (1974), but it
does not properly belong in this sequence. 1\11 three

The hzppocamnpu~as n temporary memory
papers used the same computational ideas, so much so
that in each paper he draws on the theorems developed
and the results derived in the other two. T h e same
basic approach was used in these papers. This was to
show how the neurobiological constraints, mainly
ncuroanatomical, are consistent with the idea of the
chosen part of the brain computing a particular
function. In the main, the methods of anatysis involved
assigning values to the parameters of the system that
were consistent with the various neurobiological and
computational constraints.
As in the other two papers, the mathematics of this
paper is over-elaborate and the desire for verbal and
mathematical rigour quite often conceals the points
that are being made. Particularly in the light of Marr's
subsequent development of the importance of the
computational, the algorithmic and the implernentational levels of analysis (1982), it is interesting
that in this paper on the hippocampus he alternates
bctwcen two claims: (ij that the structure of the simple
memory proposed must necessarily be so for it to act as
a content-addressable memory; (ii) that it has to have
this structure because the hippocampus is built like
this. I n the later paper on the retina (1974), the lines
between the computational, algorithmic and implementational levels are more clearly drawn.
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& L ~ m o1973) in the hippocampus, although he does
add a note in proof about Lmno's earlier paper ( 197 1j
showing synaptic facilitation in the perforant pathdentate gyrus pathway.
9. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
9.1. General poittts

T h e key part of the numerical analysis concerns the
W e repeated Marr's numerical
collateral effect in P3.
calculations for this and obtained similar results. In
this respect Marr's model of simple memory does seem
to function in the way prescribed. However, several
criticisms can be made. The main point is that he ic,
inconsistent in his specification of the model to be
analysed. T h e effect of the extra layer needed to
account for the important dentate gyrus-Ch3 projection is not considered; nor are the workings of the
return projection, which formed part of the original
specification. As this projection is to the neocortex,
consideration of it might have been thought to be
beyond the scope of this paper. A serious iriconsistency
is that the number of output cells was changed from lo4
to lo5, which has a bearing on the choice of the model
he ultimately analyses.
9.2. Rejection of the two layer model

8. NEUROBIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Marr's choice of the structure of his model seems to
have been influenced heavily by his 'view that the
hippocampus is a three-layer network, a view constructed somewhat independently of his computational
results. Although he does characterize the individual
properties of the cells that are to form the various
proposed layers in some detail, only a loose correspondence between the sub-divisions of the hippocampus and the layers of the model is made. T h e
most extensive cfiscussioll revolves around the nature of
layer P3.I n identifying the memory elements of this
layer with the Ci\ pyramidal cells of the hippocampus,
he is placing less importance on the dentate gyrusCA3-CA1 trisynaptic circuit (figure 3) (Andersen et al.
1971) than might have been expected. T h e granule
cells of the dentate gyrus are, however, treated
separately, but the pathway involving these cells is not
represented in his model.
I n these respects, Marr presents a somewhat abstract
interpretation of the hippocampus as a ternporary
memory, in sharp contrast to, say, his theory of the
t:erebellum (1969). O n the other hand, he did discuss
what type of local circuitry is required to perform the
arithmetic operations, such as division and subtraction,
needed for threshold setting. However, this discussion
was concerned with principles ofromputation and no
specific models were provided. Perhaps his most
important contribution was that he provided many
detailed predictions, such as those concerning the level
of activity and the modification of synapses, which
might have been followed up.
T h e model requires that synapses are modified by
simultaneous pre-synaptic and post-synaptic activity.
I t pre-dates the finding of long term potentiation (Bliss

T h e first model ( PI + ,YZ+ return) was rejected on
the grounds that with lo4 output cells there would be
just 1 0 cells active per event, which is too low for
reliable sampling. Here the argument is used that a n
individual output cell can learn no more than about
100 different events, derived in the cerebellum paper
iMarr 1969). T h e applicability of the cerebellum result
to the hippocampus might be questioned since the
structure of the two systems (particularly with respect
to thc important supporting cells) is e n t i d y different.
More important is that if he had assumed a figure of
lo5 output cells (as he eventually did for the 5econd
model), giving 100 cells active pcr event, the argument
for rejecting the two-layer model could not have been
used.
T h e two-layer model was rejected too spredily. T o
evaluate the difference b e t w e ~ ntbo-layer and threelayer models, we decided to investigate, by the method
of computer simulation, models constructed according
to Marr's specification.
10. SIMULATION STUDIES
10.1. Structure of the networks

Current computer technology does not allow for the
simulation of a system of the size analysed by Marr: in
5 x 1 O5 in .q2
a three-layer network with 10' cells in PIP,,
and 10"n Y3,there are potentially 10'' connections.
Wc found that networks with layers containing a
few thousand cells could be simulated satisfactorily
on our Sun-3 and Sun-4 machines. T h e three-layer
network we used had 8000 cells in layer PI, 4000
in P2and approximately 1000 in P3,
these numbers
being chosen in accordance with Iaarr's constraints.
This is roughly a one-hundredth scale model, but is still
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large, with 36 million potential connections. 'The free
parameter a t our disposal was the number of events to
bc stored, n. I n line with Marr, and with results from
standard competitive networks (Grossberg 1087), we
took it to be of the order of the number of cells (in this
case, 10,) in the output layer.
Once
the
values
were specified
for
the
number of events, n , and the number of cells
in each layer, N,, N,, N,, the other parameters of the three-layer net were determined
by constraints C , and C , :

Setting a , = a, = a,,
determined the values
determined the values
parameter values used

1 . ~lilnxzmal~irnilnrityst?-ntegy
At each stage of recall the values of T and f were
taken that cause the smallest number of cells in the
given layer to be in the wrong state. This strategy may
not be one that the nervous system could implement,
but is probably close to the optimal strategy.

2. Stazrla~e~tlntegy
At a fixed, initially low, value off, T is gradually
decreased from a high value until the required level of
activity is attained. f is then increased slightly, and T
lowered further to restore the activity level. T h e
process is repeated until either any further increase in
f would prevent the activity from reaching the required
level or f reaches the value 1.0.

and using C, as a n equality
of a,. Using C, as a n equality
of S, and S,. T h e set of basic
for the three layer network is:

3. Sznzple competztlve ~trategy
T h e value offis set a t 0, and T lowered from a high
value until the required level of activity is reached.
This approximates the 'k-winner-take-all' competitive
learning strategy, where k cells are required to be
active.
T o test recall capabilities, two tests were usually
done. ( i ) Recall from subevents: the cues used were
each a part (subevent) of a stored pattern. (ii) Recall
from noisy cues : these cues were subevents of previously
stored events to which a number of spuriously firing
cells were added to make the total number of cells
firing as in a full event.

T h e two-layer network with which this was compared had its parameters determined in an identical
fashion. These are:

Following Marr, the connertions made on each cell
were selected a t random. However, in our case each
cell in a layer received the same number of connections,
as specified by the value of S , or S,, respectively.
Representation of the block structure was not attempted as it did not seem to be essential to our comparisons
between the two-layer and the three-laver networks.

10.2. Recall of previously stored events: setting the
threshold
M a r r points out that the performance of the network
is highly dependent on the method of setting the
threshold during recall. H e shows that if information is
available about only the number of activated synapses
or the proportion of activated synapses that were
modified ( b u t not both) then performance is much
degraded. Information about both quantities is required. O u r preliminary simulations confirmed this
observation. 'The number of activated and modified
synapses must exceed a n absolute threshold, T, and the
proportion of activated synapses that were modified
must exceed a certain value,$ H e suggests that a good
way of manipulating the values of T a n d f during recall
is to start with a low value o f j a n d gradually increase
it, whilst decreasing the value of T from a high value
so as to maintain constant the total number of cells that
are active. H e left it to the reader to obtain a workable
strategy. W e have experimented with several diff'erent
schemes, whose suitability for implementation depends
on the type a n d amount of information that is available
about the state of the net. Any biologically acceptable
strategy should work for a wide range of values of
parameters, such as the number of events, n.
Phil. Trans. K. Sac. Land. B (1990)
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cue fraction
Figurcs 4-7. Pcrforrnance of two layer model against thc
three layer model. In the simulation rcsults shown in figures
4--7, unless otl-~crwise
statcd, partial versions ofthe previously
stored pattcrns werc used as cues during recall to test tl-IC
perforrnancc of these models. The number of active cells the
cue sharcs with a stored pattern divided by the number of
active cells in the storcd pattern (cue fi-action) is plotted on
thc horizontal axis. 'l'hc vcrtical axis is a performance
measure, the number of pattcrns rccallcd perfectly dividcd by
the total rlumbcr of patterns presentcd; (----), two-layer
modcl arld (-),
three-laycr modcl; (o),partial cuc
rcsults; (o), noisy cucs. The parameters wcrc constructed
such that thc networks should storc 1000 pattcrns with good
recall pcrformancc, and in most cases 1000 pattcrns were
storcd. Figure 4 shows the pcrformancc of the two-layer
modcl comparcd with that of thc three-laycr modcl.
Canonical paramctcrs, derivcd from Marr's constraints, are
used. Rctrieval from partial cucs and from noisy cucs is
shown. Thc performance of thc two modcls is comparable
cven though the three-laycr modcl has many more synapses.
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0
400

cue fraction
Figure 5. Effect on performance of using different numbers of
connections. ( a ) Two-layer model. ( o ) ,canonical conncctivity; (m), 20°/; fewer connections between layers; ( a ) ,
20Yb more connections; ( x ) , full connectivity. ( b ) 'Threelayer model. ( o ) ,canonical conncctivity; (.),
2004 fewer
connections between layers; (a),20 :i, more conncctions;
( o ) , canonical conncctivity bctwccn PIand ,T2 and full
connectivity bctwccn 9.and .Ys; (o),full conncctivity
between ,OP, and g2and canonical connectivity bctwccn P2
and .Y3;( x ) , both layers fully connected. More conncctions
improve pcrformance, cspccially when conncctions arc added
to the relatively sparse Pl to P2projection.

11. SIMULATION RESULTS

Unless otherwise stated, in all simulations we used
the first threshold setting strategy (maximal similarity).
Figure 4 compares the fidelity of recall for the two nets
as specified in 5 10. T h e performance of the two nets is
comparable. 'l'o obtain perfect recall from noisy cues,
the number of genuine cells must be significantly
greater than ibr partial cues.
T o check how far our results depended on a
serendipitous choice of parameter values, we investigated the effects of varying the connectivity from the
canonical values used in figure 4. Figure 5 shows the
effects of varying the values of parameters S, and S,,
the number of connections made on a cell in 9.
and Y3,
respectively. In general, the more connections there
are, the better the performance. In the three-layer
model, best performance is attained by having the
.PI-.9,layer fully connected ; having 9,
+-.Yz fully
connected is not so crucial. T h e performance for a
three-layer net is slightly better than for a two-layer
net. We also checked the effect of the collateral system
on performance, and this does bring a slight improvement.
Phil. Trnns. K . Soc. 1.011d. B (1990)
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800
1200
1600
number of patterns storcd
Figure 6. Effects of network loading. The pcrformance for
networks with 600, 800, ..., 1600 patterns storcd. The
number of patterns stored is plotted on the horizontal axis.
Canonical parameters were used. Fraction of genuine bits in
cue: ( a ) ,0.08; ( u ) , 0.25; ( o ) ,0.5. (a) Two-layer model.
( 6 ) Three-layer model.

We also illustrate that the networks indeed function
as content-addressable memories with a capacity of
roughly 1000 patterns. Figure 6 a shows that for the
two-layer model, partial cues of 8°/0 of the size of the
full event result in 66'4 of the patterns being recalled
perfectly. Partial cues of 25'/<,, full size gave perfect
recall. (Figure 4 shows that 99% perfect recall is
obtained with cues of 167{, of the full size.) If more
events are stored then larger cues are required. For the
three-layer model, a cue of 25 O/, full size is required to
yield good performance (figure 6 6 ) .
T h e other facet of these two networks that we
investigated was the effect of different threshold setting
strategies. Figure 7 a shows that for the two-layer net,
the maximal similarity strategy yields a better performance than the staircase strategy, which itself is
better than simple competitive learning. Corresponding results for the three-layer net are shown in figure
7 6 . T h e amount of knowledge required to be specified
about the network is most for the strategy of maximal
similarity and least for competitive learning.
12. CONCLUSIONS

Marr's model of the hippocampus as a temporary
memory device bears a resemblance to mammalian
hippocampus, in that both are multilayer, have some
topographic ordering and a feedback loop. At a deeper
level, the resemblance is less compelling, as the model
lacks any representation of the details of the trisynaptic
circuit, which were known at the time, and also details
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The hzppocampus a5 a temporary memory
likely t h a t each memory cell could h a v e knowledge
available a b o u t the state of its o w n synapses, b u t r a t h e r
t h a t there is information available a b o u t the synaptic
states of groups of cells.
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